DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission

Combined Notice of Filings #1

Take notice that the Commission received the following electric rate filings:

Applicants: Merrill Lynch Commodities, Inc.
Description: Notice of Non-Material Change in Status of Merrill Lynch Commodities, Inc.
Accession Number: 20170123–5346.
Comments Due: 5 p.m. ET 2/13/17.
Applicants: Merrill Lynch Commodities, Inc.
Description: Notice of Non-Material Change in Status of Merrill Lynch Commodities, Inc.
Accession Number: 20170123–5351.
Comments Due: 5 p.m. ET 2/13/17.
Applicants: ISO New England Inc.
Accession Number: 20170123–5336.
Comments Due: 5 p.m. ET 2/13/17.
Applicants: Great Western Wind Energy, LLC.
Description: Notice of Non-Material Change in Status of Great Western Wind Energy, LLC.
Accession Number: 20170123–5348.
Comments Due: 5 p.m. ET 2/13/17.
Applicants: BlueWest Wind Energy, LLC.
Description: Notice of Change in Status of BlueWest Wind Energy, LLC.
Accession Number: 20170123–5360.
Comments Due: 5 p.m. ET 2/13/17.
Applicants: PJM Interconnection, L.L.C.
Description: Tariff Amendment: Response to Deficiency Letter in ER17–367–000 to be effective 1/19/2017.
Accession Number: 20170123–5301.
Comments Due: 5 p.m. ET 2/13/17.
Docket Numbers: ER17–539–000; ER17–540–000.
Applicants: Wildwood Solar I, LLC, Wildwood Solar II, LLC.
Description: Supplement to December 14, 2106 Wildwood Solar I, LLC and Wildwood Solar II, LLC tariff filings.
Accession Number: 20170119–5069.
Comments Due: 5 p.m. ET 2/2/17.
Docket Numbers: ER17–836–000.
Applicants: PJM Interconnection, L.L.C.
Description: § 205(d) Rate Filing: Queue Position AB2–029. Original Service Agreement No. 4612 to be effective 12/22/2016.
Accession Number: 20170123–5296.
Comments Due: 5 p.m. ET 2/13/17.
Docket Numbers: ER17–837–000.
Applicants: Midcontinent Independent System Operator, Inc.
Description: § 205(d) Rate Filing: 2017–01–23 SA 2010 ITC-Sugar Creek Amended GIA [419] to be effective 1/24/2017.
Accession Number: 20170123–5299.
Comments Due: 5 p.m. ET 2/13/17.
Docket Numbers: ER17–838–000.
Applicants: NextEra Energy Power Marketing, LLC.
Description: § 205(d) Rate Filing: NextEra Energy Marketing, LLC Notice of Succession of Revisions to MBR Tariff to be effective 1/9/2017.
Accession Number: 20170123–5302.
Comments Due: 5 p.m. ET 2/13/17.
Docket Numbers: ER17–839–000.
Applicants: NorthWestern Corporation.
Description: Tariff Cancellation: Notice of Cancellation: SA 788, Agreement with Montana DOT (Lewistown Sidewalks) to be effective 1/25/2017.
Dated: January 24, 2017.
Accession Number: 20170123–5304.
Comments Due: 5 p.m. ET 2/14/17.
Docket Numbers: ER17–840–000.
Applicants: NorthWestern Corporation.
Description: Tariff Cancellation: Notice of Cancellation: SA 789, Agreement with Jackson Contractor Group to be effective 1/25/2017.
Dated: January 24, 2017.
Accession Number: 20170124–5025.
Comments Due: 5 p.m. ET 2/14/17.
Docket Numbers: ER17–841–000.
Applicants: Broadview Energy JN, LLC, Broadview Energy KW, LLC, Grady Wind Energy Center, LLC.
Description: Petition for Limited Waiver of Tariff Provision and Expedited Consideration of Broadview Energy JN, LLC, et al.
Accession Number: 20170123–5350.
Comments Due: 5 p.m. ET 2/13/17.
Docket Numbers: ER17–842–000.
Applicants: Midcontinent Independent System Operator, Inc.
Description: Request for Waiver of Midcontinent Independent System Operator, Inc.
Accession Number: 20170123–5354.
Comments Due: 5 p.m. ET 2/13/17.

The filings are accessible in the Commission’s eLibrary system by clicking on the links or querying the docket number.

Any person desiring to intervene or protest in any of the above proceedings must file in accordance with Rules 211 and 214 of the Commission’s Regulations (18 CFR 385.211 and § 385.214) on or before 5:00 p.m. Eastern time on the specified comment date.

Protests may be considered, but intervention is necessary to become a party to the proceeding.

eFiling is encouraged. More detailed information relating to filing requirements, interventions, protests, service, and qualifying facilities filings can be found at: http://www.ferc.gov/docs-filing/efiling/filing-req.pdf. For other information, call (866) 208–3676 (toll free). For TTY, call (202) 502–8659.

DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission

UGI LNG, Inc.: Notice of Intent To Prepare an Environmental Assessment for the Proposed Temple Truck Rack Expansion Project, and Request for Comments on Environmental Issues

The staff of the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC or Commission) will prepare an environmental assessment (EA) that will discuss the environmental impacts of the Temple Truck Rack Expansion...
Project involving construction and operation of facilities by UGI LNG, Inc. (UGI LNG) in Berks County, Pennsylvania. The Commission will use this EA in its decision-making process to determine whether the project is in the public convenience and necessity.

This notice announces the opening of the scoping process the Commission will use to gather input from the public and interested agencies on the project. You can make a difference by providing us with your specific comments or concerns about the project. Your comments should focus on the potential environmental effects, reasonable alternatives, and measures to avoid or lessen environmental impacts. Your input will help the Commission staff determine what issues they need to evaluate in the EA. To ensure that your comments are timely and properly recorded, please send your comments so that the Commission receives them in Washington, DC on or before March 25, 2017.

If you sent comments on this project to the Commission before the opening of this docket on November 14, 2016, you will need to file those comments in Docket No. CP17–14–000 to ensure they are considered as part of this proceeding.

This notice is being sent to the Commission’s current environmental mailing list for this project. State and local government representatives should notify their constituents of this proposed project and encourage them to comment on their areas of concern.

Public Participation

For your convenience, there are three methods you can use to submit your comments to the Commission. The Commission encourages electronic filing of comments and has expert staff available to assist you at (202) 502–8258 or efiling@ferc.gov. Please carefully follow these instructions so that your comments are properly recorded.

1. You can file your comments electronically using the eComment feature on the Commission’s Web site (www.ferc.gov) under the link to Documents and Filings. This is an easy method for submitting brief, text-only comments on a project;
2. You can file your comments electronically by using the eFiling feature on the Commission’s Web site (www.ferc.gov) under the link to Documents and Filings. With eFiling, you can provide comments in a variety of formats by attaching them as a file with your submission. New eFiling users may create an account by clicking on “eRegister.” If you are filing a comment on a particular project, please select “Comment on a Filing” as the filing type; or
3. You can file a paper copy of your comments by mailing them to the following address. Be sure to reference the project docket number (CP17–14–000) with your submission: Kimberly D. Bose, Secretary, Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, 888 First Street NE, Room 1A, Washington, DC 20426.

Summary of the Proposed Project

UGI LNG proposes to construct and operate two new trailer loading and unloading racks at UGI LNG’s existing Temple liquefied natural gas (LNG) storage facility (Temple Facility) in Berks County, Pennsylvania. Because the existing facility contains only one truck loading rack, the Temple Truck Rack Expansion Project (Project) would allow maintenance on one rack without interrupting operations on the other racks. The Project would consist of two racks with scales, a trailer loading skid, transfer piping, and a new driveway connecting the Temple Facility to a nearby road.

The general location of the project facilities are shown in appendix 1.

Land Requirements for Construction

Construction of the proposed facilities would disturb about 9.4 acres of land for the aboveground facilities, all within land owned by UGI LNG. Following construction, UGI LNG would maintain about 5.6 acres for permanent operation of the project’s facilities; the remaining acreage would be restored and revert to former uses.

The EA Process

The National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) requires the Commission to take into account the environmental impacts that could result from an action whenever it considers the issuance of a Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity. NEPA also requires us to discover and address concerns the public may have about proposals. This process is referred to as “scoping.” The main goal of the scoping process is to focus the analysis in the EA on the important environmental issues. By this notice, the Commission requests public comments on the scope of the issues to address in the EA. We will consider all filed comments during the preparation of the EA.

In the EA we will discuss impacts that could occur as a result of the construction and operation of the proposed project under these general headings:

• Geology and soils;
• Water resources, fisheries, and wetlands;
• Endangered and threatened species;
• Vegetation and wildlife;
• Cultural resources;
• Land use;
• Air quality and noise;
• Public safety; and
• Cumulative impacts.

We will also evaluate reasonable alternatives to the proposed project or portions of the project, and make recommendations on how to lessen or avoid impacts on the various resource areas.

The EA will present our independent analysis of the issues. The EA will be available in the public record through eLibrary. Depending on the comments received during the scoping process, we may also publish and distribute the EA to the public for an allotted comment period. We will consider all comments in the EA before making our recommendations to the Commission.

To ensure we have the opportunity to consider and address your comments, please carefully follow the instructions in the Public Participation section, beginning on page 2.

With this notice, we are asking agencies with jurisdiction by law and/or special expertise with respect to the environmental issues of this project to formally cooperate with us in the preparation of the EA. Agencies that would like to request cooperating agency status should follow the instructions for filing comments provided under the Public Participation section of this notice.

Consultations Under Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act

In accordance with the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation’s implementing regulations for section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act, we are using this notice to initiate consultation with the applicable State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO), and to solicit their views and those of other government agencies, interested Indian tribes, and the public on the project’s potential effects on...
Intervenor are in the “Document-less intervene. Instructions for becoming an intervenor are in the proceeding by filing a request to intervene. Becoming an intervenor is an official party to the Commission’s proceedings. Intervenors play a more formal role in the process and are able to file briefs, appear at hearings, and be heard by the courts if they choose to appeal the Commission’s final ruling. To become an intervenor, you may want to remove your name from the mailing list for public notification of these filings, document summaries, and direct links to the documents. Go to www.ferc.gov/docs-filing/esubscription.asp.

Finally, public sessions or site visits will be posted on the Commission’s calendar located at www.ferc.gov/EventCalendar/EventsList.aspx along with other related information.


Kimberly D. Bose,
Secretary.

[FR Doc. 2017–01907 Filed 1–27–17; 8:45 am]
BILLING CODE 6717–01–P
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**DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY**

**Federal Energy Regulatory Commission**

**Combined Notice of Filings**

Take notice that the Commission has received the following Natural Gas Pipeline Rate and Refund Report filings:

**Filings Instituting Proceedings**

**Docket Number:** PR17–18–000.
**Applicants:** Acacia Natural Gas, L.L.C.
**Description:** Tariff filing per 284.123(b)(2)+g: Amended SOC 1–18–2017 to be effective 1/18/2017; Filing Type: 1310.
**Filed Date:** 1/18/17.
**Accession Number:** 201701185120.

Comments Due: 5 p.m. ET 2/8/17. 284.123(g) Protests Due: 5 p.m. ET 3/20/17.

**Docket Number:** PR17–19–000.
**Applicants:** American Midstream (Bamagnas Inrastate), LLC.
**Description:** Tariff filing per 284.224/.123: Application for Blanket Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity to be effective 4/1/2017; Filing Type: 1340.
**Filed Date:** 1/18/17.
**Accession Number:** 201701185167.
**Comments/Protests Due:** 5 p.m. ET 2/8/17.

**Docket Numbers:** RP17–339–000.
**Applicants:** Millennium Pipeline Company, LLC.
**Description:** Penalty Revenue Crediting Report of Millennium Pipeline Company, L.L.C.
**Filed Date:** 1/17/17.
**Accession Number:** 20170117–5324.
**Comments Due:** 5 p.m. ET 1/30/17.
**Docket Numbers:** RP17–340–000.
**Applicants:** Guardian Pipeline, L.L.C.
**Description:** § 4(d) Rate Filing: Expiration of Negotiated Rate Agreement—MIECO INC. to be effective 1/18/2017.
**Filed Date:** 1/18/17.
**Accession Number:** 20170118–5035.
**Comments Due:** 5 p.m. ET 1/30/17.
**Docket Numbers:** RP17–341–000.
**Applicants:** Big Sandy Pipeline, LLC.
**Description:** § 4(d) Rate Filing: Jan2017 Big Sandy Cleanup Filing to be effective 2/19/2017.
**Filed Date:** 1/19/17.
**Accession Number:** 20170119–5035.
**Comments Due:** 5 p.m. ET 1/31/17.
**Docket Numbers:** RP17–342–000.
**Applicants:** Algonquin Gas Transmission, LLC.
**Description:** § 4(d) Rate Filing: Jan2017 Removal of Terminated Non-conforming Agreements to be effective 2/19/2017.
**Filed Date:** 1/19/17.
**Accession Number:** 20170119–5055.
**Comments Due:** 5 p.m. ET 1/31/17.
**Docket Numbers:** RP17–343–000.
**Applicants:** Dominion Carolina Gas Transmission, LLC.
**Description:** Compliance filing DCGT—2016 Interruptible Revenue Sharing Report.
**Filed Date:** 1/23/17.
**Accession Number:** 20170123–5000.
**Comments Due:** 5 p.m. ET 2/6/17.
**Docket Numbers:** RP17–344–000.
**Applicants:** American Midstream (Bamagnas Inrastate), LLC.
**Description:** § 4(d) Rate Filing: Update Statement of Negotiated Rates—January 2017 to be effective 2/10/2017.
**Filed Date:** 1/23/17.
**Accession Number:** 20170123–5001.
**Comments Due:** 5 p.m. ET 2/6/17.

---

4The Advisory Council on Historic Preservation’s regulations are at Title 36, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 800. Those regulations define historic properties as any prehistoric or historic district, site, building, structure, or object included in or eligible for inclusion in the National Register of Historic Places.